Friday March 3rd

No meals until lunch so please make preparations accordingly if you plan to arrive earlier than that.

1:00 - 2:30 pm Lunch - DH

3:00 - 4:30 pm Catalyzing Conversation w/ Beatrice Thomas & Kyle DeVries - DH

5:00 - 7:00 pm Workshops Session 1
  {Act Up} Prop-a-ganda: Dissection & Defense w/ Dam Dyke - DH
  {Learn} RPG Therapy: Roleplaying as a Creative Response to the Empathy Gap w/ Mark Santillo - AX

7:30 - 9:00 pm Dinner - DH

10:00 - Midnight Queeriosities Cabaret - FP (or DH, if there is rain)
  A variety show of sorts. A chance to express your creative inspirations or experience that of your fellow queer creatives. Hosted by LOL McFiercen.

Saturday March 4th

8:00 - 9:30 am Breakfast - DH

10:00 - Noon Workshops Session 2
  {Learn} Screen Printing: Art on the Front Line w/ Ethan “Heathen” Cameron - TL
  {Learn} WRITING FROM THE WILD w/ Hunt Scarritt - AX
  {Act Up} Drawing Revolution w/ Jose Joaquin Figueroa - DH

1:00 - 2:30 pm Lunch - DH

2:45 - 4:45 pm Workshops Session 3
  {Learn} Photography of Queer Resistance w/ Dot - DH
  {Act Up} Revolutionary Art for Well-Meaning White People w/ Kevin “LOL” Seaman - LR
  {Thrive} The Artist as “Value Proposition:” Generating Opportunities by Working with Business w/ Mark Santillo - AX

5:00 - 7:00 pm Workshops Session 4
  {Act Up} The Bawdy Divine: Burlesque as Ritual and Revolution w/ Irene McCalphin - DH
  {Learn} Queer Journalism and Advocacy in the Post-Facts Era w/ Peter Lawrence Kane - AX

7:30 - 9:00 pm Dinner - DH

9:30 - 11:30 pm Gertrude and Oscar Artist Salon - LR/DH
  The Salon is a curated non-performing arts space for painting, photography, fashion, collage... all the things that would be considered to be shown in a gallery. Hosted by Dean Disaster.

(Turn over for Sunday’s schedule)
Sunday March 5th
8:00 - 9:30 am Breakfast - DH

9:45 - 11:45 am Workshops Session 5
  {Thrive} Build a 2-Year Creative Plan for Your Career w/ Beatrice Thomas - DH
  {Learn} Whole Cloth Queer Quilting Bee w/ Morocco - AX
  {Act Up} Artist Tune Up w/ Snowflake Towers - LR

Noon - 1:00 pm Lunch - DH

1:00 - 3:00 pm Workshops Session 6
  {Act Up} Embody The Revolution! Theatrical Resistance in Rough Times - From Shushan to Modern Times w/ Ariel Vegosen - TL
  {Learn} THE REVOLUTION IS MY BOYFRIEND : Queer Guerilla Filmmaking as Revolutionary Action w/ Aron Kantor - DH
  {Act Up} Deep Impact w/ THOR - AX

We ask that those who wish to stay on after this point contribute at least a couple of hours towards clean-up of the event. After that, feel free to explore and connect with the land some more. If you plan to stay until Monday, you should be prepared to feed yourself both Sunday dinner and any meals you’ll need on Monday.